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(I d .  INTRODUCTION 
In science one of the most important goals  is to explain a l l  
the nwnerous phe-scmena in nature oI" varying characrer by means of a few 
basic principles, i. e .  to reduce complexity to simplicity. 
in history, the develapm-ent of science has reached such stages that one 
has believed that the highest degree of simplicity has actually been 
achieved. 
and Newton's mechanics , but the further development has shown that 
these epochs did not represent  final stages but essential  "plateaus" in 
the development of science. The natural sciences of today a r e  essentially 
built on modern quantum theory and, even if the basic principles have ~ G W  
a higher degree of simplicity than even before, there a r e  no rea l  reasons 
fo r  believing that one has actually reached the "final" stage. 
this important fact in mind, one may s t i l l  find it very interesting to in- 
vestigate the present  "plateau" and to study how far modern quanta ,?  
theory is able to explain the basic phenomena in nature.  
Several times 
Two important examples a r e  pravided by Aristotle's philosophy 
Kezising 
Classiczl  mechanics. - 
quantum theory, i t  m a y  be worthwhile to study the breakdown of classical  
physics and the development of the new ideas.  At the end of las t  century, 
the mechanical model of the world was dominzting physics, and the uni- 
ve r se  was assumed to consist of a number of particles moving with r e s -  
pect to each other in accordance with the laws of Newton's dynamics: 
In order  to understand the principles of modern 
where 
tion of particle k, respectively, whereas gk is the force on this particle. 
The bas ic  laws 2re hence second-order differential equations in t ime. 
Introducing the velocity '4' = d.,xk/& 
one can also write (1) in the form: 
t is the t ime, m and pk = (%, ykJ zk ) a r e  the m a s s  and posi- k 
and the momentum 
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i. e .  a s  a system of f i r s t -order  equations in t ime. 
t = t o ,  one knew the position and the momentum of each one of the pa r -  
ticles : 
If in a given moment 
i t  would be possible to predict the future of the entire universe a s  well a s  
i ts  past  history. 
mechanical model of the physical world, which left a very small margin 
for man and his f r ee  will - i f  auy margin at  all .  
This is  the basis for the completely deterministic 
If the system has a potential U = U ( r i ,  r 2 , .  . . .)  f rom which 
the forces may be derived so that 
the classical  Hamiltonian takes the fo-rm ' 
K, = -  p k v  = - 
and the equations of motion (2) may then be written in the form 
which may.be extended also to more  general  coordinates. The Hamiltonian 
= (rk9 Pk ) satisfies the relation dH/dt = 0 and is hence a constant of 
motion representing the total energy E of the.system : 
Maxwell's equations. - 
electricity and magnetism went through a rapid development leading to the 
establishment of Maxwell's equations: 
During the nineteenth century, the theory of 
& M = O '  /
I 
and a r e  the charge and curren t  density, respectively 
where 7 
The fofce on a volume element eTerted by the electromagnetic field is  
given by the force density: 
Y 
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and the behaviour of a system of charged p a r t i d e s  is then regulated by 
a combination of Maxwell's equatiops xnd the classical  laws of motion. 
The quantum postulate. - 
mous and of essential importance ;lot oxly for the scientific but also the 
technical development. During these clrcxrnst.mces, i t  vfa s ra ther  
remarkable that, at the end of the ccntui-y, the;-e was s t i l l  a ra ther  simple 
phenomenon to be explained, na-xely the tern?crzturc radiation f r o m  an 
ordinary black body. 
various experimental experi-nces could be explained f rom one and t he  
same formula,  i f  one made the rz thcr  drast ic  assumption that the energy 
of an oscillating electric particle had to be an integer multiple of a 
"quantum of energy" k$) 
t icle.  The proportionalit), factor h has been called Planck's constant 
and has the value h = 6.62s2 x 10 - 2 7  ergsec,  which is an exceediugly 
small number f rom the macroscopic point of view. 
that the quantum postulate would l e a d  to a new way of thinking in physics 
and that a complete reformulation of the basic laws would be needed. 
The success of this electrodynamics was enor- 
. 
It was shown b-j Max P h n c k  in 1900 that a l l  the 
proportional to ?he frequency 3 of the p a r -  
Planck soon realized 
The next step in the development followed when Albert Einstein. 
in 1905 in one and the same volume of "Annalen der  Physik" published 
three papers  i n  three different fields which each one represented z more 
o r  l e s s  compiete turning-point in i t s  area.  
theory of relativity including the law of the equivalence between mass and 
energy, 
In connection with the explanation of thethreshold phenomenon in the photo- 
e lectr ic  effect, Einstein assumed that the electromagnetic field was 
quantized and occured in the fo rm of "wave packets" o r  photons having 
the energy E = h 9  , whese 9 i s  the frequency of the radiation. 
The papers treated the special 
E = mc2 , the photoelectric effect ,  and the Brownian motion. 
Bohr ' s  atomic model. - 
the quantum postulate would h~ of i rnpr tance  also in mary  other phenoi-ro?n 
associated with the Ftornic s t ructure  of mat te r .  
f o r  both chemists 2nd Fhysicists, the atom had until the end of the nine- 
tecnth century been "und;vidable" ' ; enf in i r inn .  
The success of these ideas made i t  likely that 
It should be remembered thst ,  
* 
Rowever, after the discovery 
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of the radioactive decay and the transformation of one atom into 
another,  the circumstances were chaEged. 
electron cathcde rays in 1897 and Rutherford's resul ts  as to the scat-  
tering of alpha-particles in matter in 1 9 i i  led the la t ter  to propose a 
model in which an  atom consists of electrons moving around a small  
positively charged "nucleus" carrying the main par t  of the atomic m a s s  
Thomson's discovery of the 
The quantum postulate was introduced into this atomic model 
by Niels Bohr in 1'913. 
the same dimensions ML T *  
and he introduced the postu1.ate that the electrons in an atom could move 
only in certain selected circles  around the nucleus fulfilling the condition: 
He had discovered that an angular momentum has 
2 - 1  as Planck 's  quantum of action h, 
where p is the momentum of the electron, a is the radius of the 
circle .  and n = I, 2 , 3 , .  . a Bohr assumed that each such circle  represents  
a "stationary state" , with a specific energy, in which the electron docs 
not emit any electromagnetic radiation and further that, if  the electron 
jumps from one circle  to another,  the atom em.its radiation with a f r e -  
quency 3 determined by Planck's law, i. e .  h d  = El  - E2 . 
simple picture combined with the laws of c lass ical  mechanics: 
This 
where e is the fundamental charge.  leads immediately to an  explanation 
of the spectrum of the hydrogen atom, to a derivation of the famous 
Rydberg constant in spectroscopy, and to an  understanding of many re la -  
ted phenomena. 
t u re ,  and its importance for the development of modern science can 
hardly be overestimated. 
Bohr 's  discovery opened the new field of atomic s t ruc-  
Bohr generali-d la te r  his atomic model so that it became similar 
to a planetary system in miniature with the electrons moving in ell ipses 
characterized by three quantum numbors (n , l ,m) .  
studied the corrections in this model required by the special  theory of 
relatjvity and could explain also the f ine-s t ructure  of the hydrogen 
spectrum. 
only limited validity. 
In 19i8 Sommerfeld 
This Is a good exam21c of a "perfect  model" which s t i l l  has  
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Using the three quantum numbers (n , l ,m) ,  the rules 
and Paul i ' s  exclusion principle saying that each ellips (n, 1, m )  could 
contain maximum two electrons,  Bohr and his Copenhagen school reached 
in the beginning 05 the 1920 's  a new understanding of the periodic system 
of the elements which led, a m p g  other things, to the discovery of a new 
element (Hf). Using the simple rules that, with increasing atomic number, 
the ell ipses are filled by one and two electrons af ter  increasing values 
of first (n +&) and then n,  one could also explain the occurence of the 
groups of the transition metals  and the r a r e  ear th  metals  which differ only 
in so-called "inner shells".  
Bohr 's  atomic model was constructed for the hydrogen atom and, 
even if a l l  attempts to generalize i t  to give a reasonable quantitative 
treatment of even the helium atom so far have failed, i t  gives apparently 
a good qualitative understanding of the entire periodic system. 
Matter  waves. - 
with the introduction of the "matter  waves" by Louis de Broglie. 
theory of the photoelectric effect, Einstein had in 1905 assumed that the 
electromagnetic waves were quantized in form of "wave packets" 
photon having the energy E = h . 3  , so  that there  existed a wave-corpuscle 
parallell ism. Each photon has a vanishing r e s t  mass and a relativist ic 
mass m determined by Einstein's relation E = m c  , where c is the 
velocity of light. Since c = is  a lso the velocity of the wave packet,  
A s*+cond epoch in quantum mechanics s tar ted in 1924 
In his 
o r  
2 
the photon has a momentum p 
mation 
= mc, for which one obtains the t ransfor-  
where 2 is the wave length of the radiation. Generalizing this idea, 
de Broglie assumed that the wave-corpuscle parallell ism was universal ,  
and tbat the frequency and the wave length 2 of the "matter  waves'' 
we re  given by the same relatioxb: 
- 6 -  
He showed that these relations a r e  relati\*istically invariant and furtlier 
that they lead t o  a nev understanding of Bahr ' s  quantum condition (9 ) ,  
t= -+/A into ( 9 )  gives since m'5stitution of 
circle will be associated with a statioilary state if  and only if it  contains 
an integer number of waves, so  that the wave pattern is unique. In this 
way, de Rroglie obtained an explanation of Bohr's otherwise rather  
a rb i t ra ry  "quantum r u l e " .  
2xa = m:31 , i .  e .  a 'P 
Introducing the relativistic mass m and the velocity v of the 
2 particle and using the relations E = m c  
waves have a phase velocity 
necessarily exceed the speed of lighl. The phase o( of a de Broglie 
wave travelling along a r  x-axis a t  the time t is given by the expression 
and p = mv, one finds that mat ter  
= PA = "/p = c"/Q ,which must 
F o r  a wave packet having reciprocal wave lengths o r  wave numbers 
in the interval (k; k + dk) and frequencies in the interval (91 g+ &g) ~ 
the phases a re  situated in the interval 
= 4~ ( X &  - 4 d g )  
= )'J, 
I 
(d ; ai- dw ') with 
. A tfgroupl' of waves i s  essentially 
characterized by the relation 
x-axis with a constant phase. 
obtains directly 
&$ = 0 ' 
F o r  the "group velocity" g = x/t , one 
, i. e . .  i t  t ravels  along the 
which is a classical formula used also in e.g.  
studying ocean waves. 
fo rm g = dE/dp . From the relation 
m 
(EO/c)' - p2 m c2  and fur ther  
hydrodynamics in 
94 
Using (13), one can a l so  wri te  i t  in the simple 
q= Wo (?-42/~2 ,where 
is the res t  mass  of the particle,  follows the relativist ic identity 
0 
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Hence the group velo(;ity of the de Broglie waves i s  identical with the 
velocity of the particle. 
Wave mechanics. 
independently in three different ways by SchrUdinger, Heisenberg, and 
Dirac,  respectively. In generalizing de Broglie' s ideas, Schradinger 
pointed out that the behaviour of waves is usually regulated by a wave 
equation. 
given by the expression 
In 1925 modern quantum theory was introduced 
According to  (14) and (13), the phase of a mat ter  wave i s  
The physicists and engineers had previously been interested essentially 
in " r e a l  waves" of the type cosw 
the theory of alternating currents ,  it had turned out to be mathematically 
conyenient to deal with ''complex waves" according to Euler'  s formula 
and to take the r ea l  component only a t  the 
end. 
wave : 
o r  s inw , but , in many fields e .g .  
e"" = + 
Anyway, Schr6dinger s tar ted his work by considering the complex 
Taking the part ia l  derivatives with respect to x and t ,  he obtained the 
relations 
which led him to postulate the connections 
- a -  
I 
, 
representing physical quantities by linear opera tc rs .  
ceed, Schrodinger started f rom the classical  laws of motion in the 
Hamiltonian fo rm (6 )  or (H - E) = 0 and postulated the existence of a 
wave equation 
a r e  replaced by operators acccrrding to (20) .  
equation has hence the form 
In order  t,o pro-  
of the fo rm (H - E)$ = 0 , where the classical  quantifies 
The basic Schrodinger 
I 
(2  1) 
I 
where H is the Flamiltonian operator obtained f rom the classical  
Hamiltonian by means of (20) o r  the more  general relation: 
OP 
and is the "wave function" in the configuration space ( r  1 7  * e ) .  
F r o m  (4) one obtains hence the following operator 
The Schrodinger equation (21) is a "diffusion equation" of a type 
studied also for a long t ime in c lassical  physics ,  and it permits  separation 
of the coordinates rl,r2,. . . f rom the t ime variable 
obtains and, after division by 
t . Putting 
where the left-hand member depends only"on the coordinates and the 
right-hand member only on the t imc variable t ; both must hence be equal 
to a constant E' .  The function g has consequently the fo rm 
e4Lr (--aTkX'$/&) ,, whereas  must  satisfy the 
which has the f o r m  of an eigenvalue problem. The intensity 
of the wave was intepreted by Schradinger as proportional to the particle 
density of the system in the configuration space [%I) x2 ) Ia3  ~. , , ) 
a t  the t ime t ,  and this quantity should hence be integrable over the 
ent i re  space o r ,  a t  l eas t ,  stay finite even at  infinity 
equation (25) has certainly solutions for  all values of E'but, of all 
these solutions, only a few satisfy the physical boundar conditions 
associated with Schrtidinger' s .interpretation of This leads to a 
natural  quantization of the energy E' without any integer - rules .  
The differential 
The solutions connected with the separability condition have the 
form : t 
and, for  the associated intensity, one obtains 
which implies that the particle density Is independent of time and that 
the solutions correspond to "stationary states" -in the sense of Bohr. 
F r o m  the Schrddinger equation (21) follows hence the existence of the 
stationary s ta tes  provided that the eigenvalue problem (25) has solutions 
corresponding to the proper physical boundary conditions which appa- 
rently replace the previous "quantum conditions" 
One of the most  interesting aspects of the Schradinger equation 
(21) is the fact that i t  is of first-order 
to the second-order Newton equation (1). 
be analogous to the classical  f i rs t -order  system (2) in the variables 
wave function & = $(&,)a2 ~ , , , j 4.) , which consists of a pair 
of real functions, will give information about the physical situation not 
only,in the coordinate space [al, )Ea,.  ) 
space '41 Q2 ~ , , , ) . This'problem will be discussed in grea te r  
in the t ime variable t in contrast  
In some way, i$ must instead 
atl *z,. . : and pz ~ , I .  , and it s eems  likely that the complex 
but a lso in the momentum 
- 10 - 
detail in the following section. 
The existence of the ' mat ter  waves" was shown experimentally 
in 1926 by Davison and Germer .  Schrodinger showed fur ther  that his 
d" -4-k ' "I" mome n t urn ope r at  o r 
n 
which had basic importance in the mat r ix  mechanics developed by 
Heisenberg, B o r n ,  and Jordan and in the q-number theory developed 
by Dirac,  and that the three formulations of the new quantum theory 
were essentially equivalent. The t ime had now come for a complete 
reformation of the basic laws of physics and chemistry.  
2 .  COORDINATE SPACE AND MOMENTUM SPACE; 
PHASE P R O B L E M  IN QUANTUM MECHANICS. 
Fourier- t ransformation.  - 
in a one-dimensional space with the coordinate x.  
is  characterized by a complex wave function i+ = +(x. t ) ,  in which the 
variable t will be temporar i ly  Such a wave function may 
be resolved into harmonic waves with the wave number 
means of the formulas :  
Let  us s t a r t  by considering a sinqle par t ic le  
The physical situation 
supressed .  
&?,=I/k by 
and the functions 
transformation. According 
introduce the momentum p 
+ (x) and 
, 
l ( k )  a r e  sa id  to be related by a Four i e r  
to the de Broglie re la t ions (13), one may 
by the formula $= &/A = hk., and, 
, one obtains 
- 1 1  - 
I 
It is evident that t / ~  (x) and $) (p) in these reciprocal formulas a r e  
completely equivalent and, since 19 (x) I 
the particle o r  "probability" density in the x-space,  it seems natural. to 
interpret  \C()( l> \ 
p-space . 
2 is assumed to be proportiona.1 to 
5 as proportional to the probability density in the 
F r o m  the Fourier  transformation (30) follows immediately 
4-00 
i. e .  the normalization integrals in  the x-space and the p-  space are the 
same.  
unity. 
expression 
In the following, we will assume thztthese quantities a r e  equal to 
The average position x of the particle is then given by the 
4-00 
and, for  an a rb i t ra ry  function f(x), one has  s imilar ly  
The probability that the particle has a momentum in the interval 
(p, p 4- dp) is given by the quantity \@@)}"$s , aild the ave.r=ge 
moment- p is defined by the re1 a t' ion: 
-&* 
From the Four ie r  transformation (30) follows : 
I 
and fur ther  
- I 2  - 
This gives the formula: 
which implies that p may be calcukted ac 22 averag:.. vall lc i ~ i  t h p  
x-space according to ( 3 3 ) ,  proGided that p if ;-eplaccii by Pn operator 
[$/aTA ) %?/bF in agreement with (20). F G i .  :m;r p01!7ii03?i.~%l [unction 
f (p) , one finds similarly 
(38 )  
By using the same technique, one can further show that any average 
value f (x) in the x-space may be evaluated in the  p-sp i l cc  by csiiig thi? 
formula 
which implies that the coordinate x in the momentum space may be r e -  
presented by the operator 
(401 x -)--- % '3 
mi "$ 
in analogy to the first relation in (20).  
Using the operator relations, one may  f4mll.y decinc the Live.- '6':  
value of a polynomial function f (x; p) of hofh  variab1.e~ x a ~ d  p , an3 5 ,  
turns out that it is i r r e l e k n t  i f  the evalua,tion is c;trried out in t h e  x-spa.:c 
o r  in the p-space as long as one s t r ic t ly  observes  the order  o r  all factors  
and the validity of the commutation reiation (78). 
I Scalar products and adjoint operators. - If F is a l inear operator iiz the symbols x and p , one defines finally i ts  expectation val7.x .I in the 
physical situation characterized by the normalized wave function L/J hy M 
I the relation 
F o r  the sake of brevity, we will in the following use  the Dirac bracket 
symbol for the "scalar  product" of two wave functions 
considered as "vectors" ; 
. 2 I $J and + 
and remember  that the same 
by ( +z J1, ), so that one has 
The quantity \\$)I = 
of the vector + , and one has 
> 
11s 11 = I . By conside 
. r  
Schwarz' s inequality 
quantity by the mathematicians are denoted 
the translation (+z, 9,) = 
<2$\$}ya is said to represent  the length 
I+?,> . 
\\  $ I \  2 0 . The normalization implies 
ring the discriminant of the quadratic form 
in the real variable ) j ~  , one can easily prove 
Instead of (41), one can now wri te  
(43) 
where , in the las t  form,  one has introduced a 'I dummy" bar  for the 
sake of symmetry.  A wave function i / ~  for which ]IF$ 11 exists is s a i d  
t o  belong to the domain DF of the operator F. 
Expectation values a r e  in general complex quantities. 
t 
Two opei*a-toys 
F and F 
expectation values, so that 
with the same domain which always have complex conjugate 
(45) 
- 14 - 
for all + in DF , are said to form -air _I_ of adjoint operators .  
the definition (45) , one obtaim after some simple algebraic manipulations 
the "turn-over rule" 
F r o m  
provided that both 9, znd 4, beloeig to the domain of F. 
it is then easy to prove the two basic rules  ( F i t  F2)'= Fl t F; and 
By means of (46), 
t 
t t t  
(F1 Fz) =F2 F1 
Of particular i m p o r t a ~ c e  in physics are such operators  A as always 
have real expectation values. In such a case, the operator is identical 
with ita adjoint so that A = A , and such an operator is said to be self - 
adjoint o r  hermitean. It is eaeily shown that both the position x and the 
momentum p a r e  represented by hermitean operators  and, by using the 
rules  for forming the adjoint, one can then tes t  whether an operator 
F = F(x,p) is self-adjoint o r  not. 
F-- 
The properties of the sca la r  product and the concept of adjoint 
and self-adjoint operators  a r e  here  only briefly reviewed, and for  a more  
complete treatment we will instead refer to the many special papers  on 
these subjects. 1) 
defined by 
They give 
Uncertainty relations. - 
the position x and the momentum p of a* part ic le  in a physical situation 
characterized by the wave function +(x) in x-sr;ace o r  i ts  analog @ (6") 
in p-space may be characterized by the two quantities AX 
The accuracy of a simultaneous measurement  of 
and 
the relations 
+oo 
a measure  of the quadratic deviation of x and p f rom the 
average values Z a n d  F, respectively. 
Let us now consider the integral  
15 - 
which is positive for any value of the rea l  parameter  
partial  integration, and the commutation relation (28), one finds the 
transformation 
By using (ZO), 
which is  never negative, and i t s  discr i -  Y. This is a quadratic fo rm in minant 3 = [&/AT) - 4 (&d)2(4()3 is hence always negative: 
0 . This gives the inequality 
which is the famous Heisenberg's uncerts inty relation fo r  the simulta- 
neous measurement  of the position x antj the momentum p of a particle.  
Let  us now consider two general physical quantities represented 
by the self-adjoint operators  A and B hav;.ng the expectation values - c 
A = < + l A / +  > and B = <+/BI+) , and the "uncertainties" o r  widths 
c A n  = n respectively. Yie note that f i q  v , if and oniy ii (A - Aj + = o ,i. e .  
if + is a proper  eigenfunction to the operator A. 
inequality (43) and the turn-over rule (46), one obtains directly 
By using Schwarz's  
- I 6  - 
which leads to the general uncertainty relation for any pair of operators 
A and B: 
of which (51) is a special case.  
not expect that two quantities should be simultaneously measurable unless 
the associated operators commute, so that AB = BA. 
the operators do not commute, there may exist  special situations in which 
A and B a r e  simultaneously measurable,  provided that the expectation 
value of the commutator (AB-BA) vanishes in these situations. 
In quantum mechanics, one can hence 
However, even if 
Generalizations to several  variables.  - 
considered only a one-dimensional system, but it is now easy to generalize 
the resul ts  to three-dimensional systems and to several  variables to t rea t  
a many-particle system in a configuration space having the composite 
position vector R = [%,) B1 ) ,  . . a,,,) and the composite momentum 
vector p t ( 
function & = f(R)&) is obtained by repeated use of (30) for each one 
of the 3.JT variables leading to the formula : 
Ir! this section, we have so  far 
k) , . . pf) . The Fourier  transformation of the wave 
where 
In analogy to (42), the scalar  product is now defined by the relation 
where the single integral  sign indicate0 a 3$ -dimensional integration 
over the ent i re  position space. All the previous resul ts  about expecta- 
tion values a r e  now easily generalized to many-particle systems.  
I 
I Phase  problem in quantum mechanics. - After this preliminary discussion 
of the relation between the position space and momentum space) it is 
easier to compare the bases  for classical  physics and quantum mechanics. 
It has  previously been pointed out t ha t  the Schradinger equation (21) is a 
f i r s t -o rde r  differential equation in time for a complex function 
& = &[s,,) 
R= (%,,a1). , , ad ) 
(2) o r  ( 5 )  is a system of f i r s t -order  equations dealing with both 
(a, )TZ) . , , a d  ) 
which depends on the position coordinate 
alone and the time t ,  whereas the classical  analog 
= 
and p = (7,) r2) ‘ *  pu) . The physical situation 
in the position space is fully characterized by the probability density 
function $ [R ~ A )  must contain information about the physical situation 
in the momentum space. 
character  of & , i. e. by the fact  ,that it contains two r ea l  functions, fo r  
instance, the absolute value 1 & \ and the “phase“ a r g  &. T k  “pi r”huac ter  
of the wave function permi ts  transformations between different re ference  
scheme, and a typical example is provided by the Four ie r  transformation 
( 5 5 )  which connects the R - s p a c e  with the T;’ -space according to the 
following diagram 
I &[Rl 4 ) , but it is c lear  that, a t  the same time, the wave 
This is apparently achieved by the complex 
I 
Wave functions : 
Probabi l i t ies  : 
Position Mom en t um 
space space 
Four ie r  
1 
It should be observed that, even if the wave functions & and & 
direct ly  and uniquely connected, this i e  not t rue  for the corresponding 
probabili ty densities, 1s 1% and 
Only thSough certain inequalities of the type Heisenberg’s uncertainty r e l a -  
tion (51). 
a r e  
I SI?, which a r e  interrelated 
Since one can only m e a h r e  probability distributions, one has  
- 18 * 
determined expe rimen - 
S I R , & )  - or  the 
the fundamental problem how wave functions can be 
tally, i. e ,  how one can calculate the wave function 
equivalent function (P, s! ) - f rom two compatible distributions 
I&(U,P )I2) 
stated by Pauli'), but it does not s eem to have been fully solved. One can 
also ask  how one can measure the'lphase" of the wave function, i. e .  the 
quantity a r g  & , in a uniquely defined physical situation? 
the classical initial condition ( 3 ) ,  i . e .  R -  R(0) p=p(O) , for t = t , 
in quantum mechanics correspond to the knowledge of the complex wave 
function $- = g0(x)  for t = t 
states with rea l  Hamiltonians, the eigenfuncticns & 
and the question is whether this means any loss  of information. 
is no, since the Four ie r  transformation (55) i 5 ;  s t i l l  valid and leads to 
uniquely defined momentum functions e . Jlowever,, since & -- &$ 
the second relation (55) gives *"(P) = <?(-P) , and vice ve r sa  : 
and *(P),&) 1% . This important problem was once 
W e  note that 
0 
0 '  
In many situations in physics, e .  g. in :he treatment of stationary 
turn out to be rea l  
The answer 
TX - 
5P -% (P) -- 4 q - q  
These relations show that, for rea l  wave functions, the probability dis t r i -  
bution in momentum space is necessar i ly  inversion symmetr ic  around or ig in ,  
i .  e .  \ 3 (-p> 1% = \ (.p) 1% . One immediate consequence of 
this is, of course, 
showing that the average momentum is vanishing. 
functions has thus important physical consequences and should, by no means,  
be considered a s  a mat ter  of convenience. 
problems and particle beams,  one should observe the importance of the plane 
wave ( 1  8) and the de Broglie phase (1  7). 
The use of r ea l  wave 
In connection with scattering 
, 
The phase problem is well known f r o m  many experimental fields 
involving radiation, as e .  g .  x- ray  crystalbgraphy or l a s e r  and m a s e r  
technique, and it is probably of s t i l l  g rea te r  importance than is now realized. 
In this connection, i t  is often convenient to distinguish between coherent and 
incoherent phenomena., depending an whether the relative phase differences 
involved a r e  essential  o r  not. 
. 
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showing that even the probabilities in such a case become additive. 
the symbol - 
assembly.  
in treating the so-called transition probabilities, and we will re turn to these 
problems below. 
Here  
indicates the formation of an average over the entire 
The assumption of "random phases" is of particular importance 
Let us consider a wave function & = & +.& which is a superposi-  
tion of two terms, 
one has 
and sL . F o r  the associated probability density,  
which means that, in coherent phenomena, the probabilities a r e  usually 
not additive. 
example of coherent superposition, one can mention the diffraction patterns 
of electromagnetic waves in gratiAgs etc.  In quantum chemis t ry ,  a typical 
example of coherent superposition of wave patterns is offered by the molecular- 
orbital theory of the homopolar bond (e. g.  the HZ-molecule) in which the 
bonding orbital ( a t b ) is the sum of the atomic orbitals involved, whereas 
the antibonding orbital  has the fo rm ( a - b ).  
the % -orbital in conjugated systems under reflection in the molecular plane 
is a typical phase effect. 
The last term is called the interference t e r m  and, as  a typical 
Even the change of sign of 
As a contrast to the coherent phenomena, one may consider an 
assembly of similar systems having different phases.  
of the interference t e r m  in (62) vanishes over the assembly, one obtains 
If the average value 
4 
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SchrUdinger equation and its complex conjugate: 
i follows immediately 
i 
and the condition that the right-hand member should be a '' divergence" 
puts a rather  severe  constraint on the f o r m  of the Hamiltonian H. 
In the case when the particle moves under the influence of a potential 
), the Hamiltonian has the f o r m  H = (p 7 2  m)+ U and, f rom ( 6 8 ) ,  U = U( 
one obtains particularly 
showing that the continuity requirement is fulfilled and that the probability 
density current  4 has the form 
t 
If one instead uses SchrUdinger's interpretation, the quantity e a 
represents  the charge density current.  
equation is interpreted in the same way as in hydrodynamics,, and we note 
par t icular ly  the relation: 
In both cases ,  the continuity 
77 F 
0 
where V is an  a rb i t ra ry  volume enclosed within the surface F with the 
outer  normal  . If the surface is put a t  infinity, one obtains 
- 22 - 
showing that the normalization integral (+I+> 
is independent of time. 
many-particle systems.  
over the entire volume 
Analogous discussions may also be car r ied  out for 
Heisenberg's equation of motion. - Let  us now consider an a rb i t ra ry  many- 
particle system having the wave.function & = &Q, ) 4 )  , where 
= [ x ,  ~ )tz ~ , , . )tu ) , and le t  F be a l inear operator representing 
a physical or chemical quantity. 
will now study the quantity 
Using the notations (42) and (44) , we 
(733 
where &, and &% are wave functions taken at the same time 
The "matr ix  element" (73) is hence also a function of t ime, and, by using 
the Schrddinger equation (21) and i ts  complex conjugate together with the 
"turn-over rule" (46) , one obtains 
.which is often called Heisenberg's law of motion. Putting F = i , one gets 
the special result  that all sca la r  products (&, 1 
t of time,, i f  and only if H = H, i .e .  H is self-adjoint o r  hermitean: 
a r e  independent 
- 23 - 
We note that the condition Ht=H is related to but somewhat weaker than 
the continuity requirement discussed in the previous section. 
following , we will always assume that the Hamiltonian is self-adjoint: 
In the 
H t = H  
This is also consistent with the requirement that H is the "energy operator" 
and that always should be rea l .  
Assuming the normalization <@ 1& > 
the t ime variation of the expectation value F of the operator F in the 
physical situation characterize: by the wave function ?$ 
1 , we will. now study 
: 
Putting 6, $%= & into (74), one obtains particularly 
which is the law of motion in Heisenberg's matr ix  mechanics.  
Ehrenfest 's  relations. - Let  us now assume that the sys tem has a potential 
= Bz ~ . , , Q ) and a Hamiltonian of the fo rm (23): 
a 
The operator  
force on pbrti.cle k and is called the "force operator" . F r o m  commuta- 
tion relations of the type (28) follows further: 
K k  = - qLQLLhV = - V&V corresponds te the classical  
into (78) and using (80), one obtains P Putting T=Bk and F a  
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which are  known as Ehrenfest ' s  relations. 
expectation values are closely analogous to the classical  laws of motion 
(2) , and one may  wonder whether the "center" of a wave packet moves 
like a classical  par t ic le .  
the second gives 
The formulas for  the 
Substitution oC the f i r s t  relation (81) into 
in close analogy to (!I . h i i ?  w e  note that the "center"  represented by 
the average position v e c t o r  nk 
only if . 
-- 
moves like a c lassical  particle,  if and 
This occurs  only for forces which are  l inear in  the positions, i. e.  for 
potentials U which a r e  ymdrat ic  in the same quaxltities. This implies 
that .  in a harmonic oscil lator f i e ld ,  the center of a yilantum-mechanical 
wave packet moves a s  a classical  particle. However, in general ,  one has - - 
c( be y, (Fk) ,! and the center of the wave packet moves in a 
way which is character is t ic  for the quantum-mechanical problem. 
W e  note particularly that, for the stationary s ta tes  defined by the - - 
relations ( 2 5 )  and (26) ~ all expectation values 
independent of t ime. 
one obtains f rom (81) the relations 
and $1. are 
Since the associated t ime derivatives a r e  vanishing, 
showing that the average momentum and the average force  are zero  
for  these s ta tes .  Such general  relations a r e  often very useful. 
As an example. we will consider a single particle in one dimension 
with the position coordinate x. The kinetic energy has the form 
T = p "/z m and, according to (48), one obtains for the square of the 
width AB in a stationary state : 
- 25 - 
S ~ Q W ~ I I ~  '7.n i,mporttzrmt connection be tween the kinetlc energy and the 
line2.r dimension A)!, of the system. Since the kinetic energy is 
related to the total enerzy through the vir ia l  theorex=*), one obtains 
information about the s y s t e m  a s  to important o rde r s  of magnit-rrdc 
mhich scirnetimes are remarkably exact. F o r  a three-dimensional 
isotropic sys tem,  one has instead la$,"= 4 w  7- ,b - and 
- 
i?7 '4 
etc.  
for the ground state of simple quantum-mechanical sys tems,  as the 
harmonic oscillator or the hydrogen atom, and to investigate the 
modifications required to t rea t  also excited states. 
It is interesting to study how close these relations a r e  fulfilled 
Let  finally F be an a rb i t ra ry  l inear operator which does not 
contain the time t explicitly. F o r  a stationary state,  the expectation 
valrre F is then independent of time and, accordicg to (78)  , one has 
the relation 
which is a generalization of (84) . For ,  convenient choices of FI one 
obtains the vir ia l  theorem and meny other interesting consequences. 5) 
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If L m t :  taLes a movie of a ,,ysterr-c of c-icir;slcal u . - t r t l r l e s  L l ~ , c l  ' ~ L C  . runs 
the niovie "backwards",  the xot ions  of the particles art' 
(3mc-r w i t h  the l a w s  of dynamics and make seqse .  T?lis 
to movies  in  general  w h i c h  usually become a b p u r d  W!WII ;ut b; lckwards,  
since cverything seems to be ir, conf ict w i t h  both '~oxnn~o;~ d ~ r l ~ e ' '  and
the laws of nature. Physical 1 p - w ~  -.thich a r e  invariant ,ii;ainst time - 
reversal dre often called prinsary h ~ > r  >,  in contrast to such l:.\vs as  
r e q i i r e  a definite time direction which a r e  called scconchry l a w s .  
t t : l  1 ~ 1  ~ c c o r -  
. 
--- - 
--- _--- 
Let U S  consider tlic (:lassi.;-;~l 1 , : ~ s  of motion j: i  g re i i ip r  t le ta i l  
i y 3  the form (2 )  C I ~  
with thc initial condition 
Putting t '  = - t ,  one finds t h t  one has  a lso the rever;e  snlut:r::- 
jt, I= h , ( C )  , rk 1 V,(O) f o r  t -- O.  
/ 
corresponding to the init ial  condition %; = Z k ( d )  ~ ",- ( C? 
We note particularly that all the momenta have rcvc>A=sc? direction 
after the t ime-reversa l ,  but the energ); (4) ef the sy;teti-. , c ~ : c ~ s  th,. %:,11re. 
-- rk[ i)  d. 7 0 
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showing that this  operation a l so  leads to  a r eve r sa l  of the directions 
of all the momenta; compare (59) and(60). 
Let us now consider the Hamiltonian ( 2 3 )  which corresponds 
to  the classical  c a s e  with a potential 
only self -adjoint (at- 3) but even r e a l  
that i t  s tays  the same when i is replaced by - i. F r o m  the Schro-  
dinger equation ( Z l )  and i t s  complex conjugate, one obtains 
. This Hamiltonian is  not 
(,%*= 3, which means 
If 41 = &(R, 4 \ 
to the init ial  condition 
second equation by putting t '=  - t that one has also the solution 
is  a solution to the f i r s t  equation correspor;dlllg 
& = 6 0 for t = 0 ,  one finds f rom the 
(34 j 
corresponding to  the initial condition for t = O .  
Relation (94) is  the quantum-mechanical anologue t o  the classical  
formula  (911, and i t  shQws that the Schrodinger equation for  redl 
Hamiltonians i s  invariant against t ime-reversa l ,  i. e .  i t  is a pr imary 
phy si ca l  l aw .  
-- 
4.  SCHRODINGEK EQUATION FOR PARTICLES IN 
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD 
Electromagnetic potentials. - Maxwell's equations (7) form also in 
quantum mechanics the basis  for t h e  t reatment  of all electromagnetic 
phenomena. Let u s  s t a r t  our brief review by introducing the e lec t ro-  
magnetic potentials 4. and f) 
- 28 - 
LI 
relations 
which define the field strengths E, andH 
potential and the vector potential 6 . I t  s h o d d  be o?)sc': v e d  
that the potentials are auxiliary q u a r t i t i e s  whicir  T re  
not directly physically measurable .  Fo r  O'JT discussion, it i s  csn- 
venient to introduce the notation 
i n  tcrnis (2; t h 4 . :  sci 1;ir 
and fi 
where S i s  a four-dimensional sca la r .  
where 
is th e four-dimensional wave operator wi th  "1 = Y ,  :<;A- : y, sj '2 z, 
and x4 = i c t , 
- 2 9  - 
At this point, i t  is  convenient to introduce the so-calledpauge t r ans -  
formation: 
where 31 = $ (X,b,Z, 4 
Substitution into (95) and (96) gives 
is a completely a rb i t ra ry  real function. 
( 9 9 )  
showing that the field strengths a r e  gauge -invariant, whereas the 
sca la r  S undergoes a transformation. If one chooses the gauge- 
f u n c t i o n 7  so that =$ one obtains particularly $,’= 0 
showing that there  always exists a choice of potentials for  which one 
has  
W) 
which is the so-called Lorentz condition. In the following, w e  wil l  
always assume that this condition is  valid. We note that the gauge 
transformations (99) a r e  then restricted to  functions 7 
the relation 
satisfying 
U?+O 
(102) 
/ 
The equations (97) a r e  now simplified to the f o r m  
( io  3 )  
Of par t icular  importance a r e  the solutions known as  re tarded potentials: _I
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Since the wave operator 4 is 
one has  a lso C 3 - G  
invariant against the transformation 
advanced potential s containing the 
time-variable (4  $- ?!W/C ) and "symmetric potentialsr' obtained by 
averaging over the retarded and the advanced potentials. 'The genera l  
solution to (103) is obtained by taking any special solution and addinc +- 
solutions cb, and go t0 the homogeneous wave equations = 6 
and neo  = 0 
Single particle in  an outer e l ec t romsne t l c  - field.  - 
sider  a single particle with charge e i n  a n  outer  eiecirc\m<gnetic 
field. In classical  mechanics, there  is a simple rule for introducing 
an electromagnetic field into the Hamiltonian which may be directly 
taken over into quantum mechanics. The rule is most easily understood 
by considering the relation: 
Let us f i r s t  con-  
e 
G T - T + - q  (105) 
which says  that the total momentum p is the sum d the kinetic rqloil?t*ti - 
turn n' and the electromagnetic momentum E"/'c ) a . Sintic the 
total energy i s  the sum of the kinetic energy and  the e1ectrornq:et ic 
contribution e.If' one has fur ther  
I '  
which is the classical  Hamiltonian desired.  By putting -P = ('!/?xi '! ' 
one obtains the quantum-mechanical analogue. W e  note that the Hami' - 
tonian operator is self-adjoint (3-b =-- 8 ) , 
rea l  
b u t  that it i s  no longer 
(qe*+ z) , which is  of importance in discussing tirnra-reverscll. 
It i s  interesting t a  observe that the Schrbd inge r  equation (21) 
for a Hamiltonian of th'e type ( '06) leads to a continoity ecluation of 
the fo rm (66) having the probability density curreir? : 
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interpretation of quantum mechanics, one has  the identifications 
(108) 
leading to the quantum-mechanical expressions for  the charge density 
9 and the cuzrent density By using these expressions in the ii 
wave equations (103) for  the potentials, one can then der ive the d e c t r o -  
magnetic field created by the 'hat ter  wave"associated with the phrt ic le .  
Q 
The operator n' for th.e kinetic momentum = e>- (,?/k,? 4 
is of fundamental importance i n  the theory, and we note that it has  the 
commutation relations 
Using Heisenberg's l a w  of motion (78), i t  is  now interesting to  s t u d y  
the time-dependence of the expectation values h 
I- 
and7f , One obta ins  
, 
where the right-hand member of the second re la t im is ~ k e  qnantuni- 
mechanical analogue to the classical  Loreiitz force (8) in hernidtrdn 
form;  
The equations (210) correspond :Q the Ehrenfest's relations (31) 
case  of a n  outer electromagnetic field. 
+>lt 
Let U S  now study the behavlcur of t h e  Schrndi i igcr  cyu;itiorr f('r 
a Hamiltonian of the type (106) ander a =;e trnrisfo-rrnatior, I -- (99)  
F o r  t h e  character ized by the real function 7 ')c ( X ; $  :! 4'). 
basic  operators ,  ane obtains the following transforrnaiiona 
and fo r  the Hamiltonian 
Let $= $[%, .$) 
corresponding to the initial condition +-2;, for  t = 0 .  It is now 
easily shown that the function 
be a solution to the original Schradinger equatioa 
/ 
(1 1.2: 
is a solution to the transformed SchrBdinger equation 
q.@i = -- % %$’ (115) 
Hi D# ) 
corresponding to  the initial condition 7$; = 6 e%(y i- [~~+!kd/X~ j- 
f o r  t = 0. The proof follows f rom the fact  that 
and substitution of these relations into (113) verifies the statement. 
The relation (114) is called the gatge- t ransformation oi the 
wave function. It follows immediately that 
i 
showing that the prohribility density i n  the coordinate space stays 
invariant under 2 gaage transformation. For the kinetic hornenturn 
one has  the comrnutatiori re1 a t’ ion 
. *  
and more  generally for  any polynomial €unction 
This leads to the relation 
= e; / 
showing that all expectation values of the kinetic momentum wi l l  be 
gauge-invariant. The formulas (117) and (120) show that the quantum 
mechanics based on the Schrodinger equation (115) fulfils the basic 
requirement that ail  physically measurable quantities should in principle 
be gauge-invariant I In this connection, it should be observed that the 
Hamiltonian H is an auxiliary quantity which undergoes the gauge 
transformation (113).  Using (114) and (120), one obtains further 
(121) 
This  relation implies that ,  in order  to discuss  "statiouary states" 
and properties of energy levels e t c . ,  i t  is  convenient t o  res t r ic t  the 
permissible gauge transformations so that )c is independent of t ime. 
b / 
L,et u s  now make ;? iew comments about the effec.t o f  a time- 
reversa l  of the t y p e  (89) .  The equations (93)  were based on the a s s u m p -  
tion that the IIamiltonian w a s  rea l ,  i .  e .  a'' = 2~ 
directly i r u i r i  ( 2 3 )  and t h e  Fact: that 
This  does not apply to the Hamiltonian (106), for which one obtains 
which fol!ow s 
4 -  7 vv5. - - $or according to ( 2 2 ) .  
Even i f  the outer magnetic field would be s ta t ic ,  i t s  presence would 
prevent the simple time -reversal  previously discussed, unless the 
cur ren ts  producing the vector potential 4 
i n  accordance with the genera! rule that a l l  momenta should change 
would also be reversed 
I 
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direction. The non-static case is  much more cumbersome for ,  i f  
one uses  re tarded potentials, they g o  under t ime-reversa l  over into 
advanced potentials, and vice-versa .  This means that, in order  to 
keep the primary character of the bLsic l a w s  -3i- quantum rnechxrics', 
it would be necessary to use c m m e i r i c  potentials cwhich a r e  the 
average of retarded and ~ 6 v a n c e d  potentials. We wi l l  d iscuss  these 
questions further below in connection with radiation theury . 
Many-particle sxstem I in an 1-1 outer e!ectroma_tLneetic __-_._ field. - Let us  now 
consider a sys t em of pzrtici,es having the charges  et.; ( 4 ~ , = 1 , 2 ,  I , )  AI? 
under the influence of an  internal potential TJ = ( 2  ,, ? I L ,  t 2 ) 
and an outer electromagnetic iield with the potentials + = 
and 4 = c) (?l,$.) 
ba ~ k 
The Schrodinger equation for the w Lve function 
- $ = ?$(n,;fl,zj . . , n., , 8 \ takes again the farm 
(12 3) 
*VI i th the '€1 ami 1.t oni an 
which i s  formed by 2 generalization of the s imple ru le  given in  the 
previous sectioc; here  w e  have used the abbrcviaiions 
By using Heisenberg's law uf motion ('281, one obtains in 
analogy to (110) the Ehrenfest/s relations: 
(1.2 5) 
(126) 
where 'vk = $k? .- ((?'';'c) ak 
particle k. It is a l so  interesting t o  observe that the Schrodinger 
equation (123) leads to a continuity equation for  the total  probability 
density 1 M\" of the form: 
is  the kinetic momentum for 
.Ajk ; (127) 
the 3N-dimensional configuration space, but w e  n o t e  that t he re  exists 
a lso a continuity equation in a 3-dimensional space for  each one of 
the par t ic les  separately.  
I 
If < &?)'-- dJ{ Ai.; -3. I-&!~ is the total. volume element 
in  the configuration space, i t  is convenient to introduce the notation 
which goes  over all particles except particle k .  The probability 
at the t ime t ,  when density for  finding particle k i q  the point 
all the other par t ic les  havc s ro i t ra ry  positions, is then given by the 
quantity 
4# 4: 
for  the particle k alone when all  the other par t ic les  have arb i t ra ry  
motions through the relation 
Integrating the continuity equation (127) over the coordinates 
(I 31) 
So far everything i s  simple and straightforward. The crucial  
prdblern i s  to f ind the t rue  charge density f' and current  density 
of the many-particle system to be used in evaluating the electromagnetic 
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potentials crertteci by the! 3N-dimensional matter waves. In the historicctl 
development of q'xmtun?. mechanics'), it scen ie i  natural  to assume that 
Q?? xi.- arid .$;,: wculd be the contributions from particle k 
to the charge density m d  current  density, re.;pectively, and to make 
tentat-vely tCe  ide i:ific,.-tioc.s: 
(132) 
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J 
*I 
their  "self-interacticn". Even if  the progress  in  this a r e a  has been 
considerable during the las t  two decades, there  are sti l l  many funda- 
mental  problems to be solved, particularly in  connection with the 
relativistic formulation of the theory. 
In this paper, we will confine our interest  to  the much <simpler 
problem- of solving the Schrodinger equation for a giver: fixed Hamil- 
tonian. This Hamiltonian may contain an outer magnetic field and a 
given interaction between the particles,  and it is sssurned that the 
problem has strictly a linea: character. 
5. EVOLUTION OPERATOR 
The main problem in the quantum theory of a tinre-dependent 
syetem is to  find the solution ?& = 2 ( R ,  J )  to the SchrGdinger 4 
equation 
which corresponds to the initial condition at t = to. Here 
z (%,, RL,, . , 2.4 ) is the space-coordinate of the many -particle 
system, but the problem can, of course,  a lso be t reated equally w e l l  
in  the momentum space. The space-coordinate wi l l  in the following 
often be surpressed,  and the main emphasis is put on the t ime depen- 
dence of the wave function. One can w r i t e  the connecticm between & ( d )  and go symbol.ically in the fo rm 
e 
Since the Schrtjdinger cq'clat;on (133) is Isnear and there  exis ts  a super- 
position principle (65) ,  ?).le c;in caiclude, :hat ST 
operator .  
.- 
r w s t  tse Lz -I 1ttlrar 
-- 
Since u describes the Lime dependence of t t c  , ,ystcm 
completely, i t  is called the ''evolution operator". From the def in i t i x  
follows immediately the re?.srion 
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for  -8, f& -8, L- 4, 
for the evolution operator.  One has  further 
where the symbol 1 means the identity operator.  
, which is  the multiplication law characterist ic 
3 (- qc  ~ d o  ) -z , 
The Hamiltonian is assumed to be self-adjoint, %t = q? , 
and this implies according to  (75)  that the normalization integral 1s 
independent of t ime.  This gives 
* Letting 
c 
_- for a l l  'ac , which leads to the conclusior_ & = ua0 
We w i l l  now make the specific assumption that not only the initial 
state $, but a lso the final state 
i . e .  that there  always exists a 
tained. Since one has  now 
1 work on the relation , one obtains kL! 
may be chosen quite a rb i t ra r i ly ,  
so that a given - $ m a y  be ob- 
for all & , one is  lead to the conc1usi.m 
these assumptions, the evolution operator i s  hence a un i t a ry  ope ra to r ;  -- 
'vu 1- 1 . Under 
Substitution of the relation into the Schrodinger 
equation (133) g' ive s 
for  a l l  4, , and the evolution operator  fuliil s hrnc,t the differeritr: I 
equation 
(139) 
e qua ti r,n , 
I 
1. ) 
2) 
3) 
in the interval coccerned. 
In this c a s e ,  the evalutiori operator  i s  translatiomilly in-variant on 
the time a x i s ,  i. e .  and it 
i s  easi ly  s 5 o w n  that the r e v e z a e  i s  also t r u e .  F o r  the sake czf sir,:pllc;ty. 
w e  w i l l  now put 4,-0 , 
in the form 
-i1,4 1- 5 1, go + 7, \ U j d ,  h,  \ 
and the s ~ l u t ' ~ o n  (134) m a y  then b e  n.r~i? en
- 4.0 - 
(145) 
(149) 
- 4i - 
which gives the following solution to the Schr6dinge.r c ~ q r r ~ t l n n :  
.$ 
This is a trivial  extension of formula (146). We nvte that +here  ',till 
exist "stationary states" a s soc ia t ed  with the ejgenfui*c.+!an3 
but that 
5, (5 ;  5 
P 
the energy values a r e  n o w  functions of t-nic. 
Hamiltonian dependent on time in  a general way# - I n  this case,  th+: 
Hamiltonian H = H ( t )  is assumed to be of such a general char,!cr 3: 
that the commutation relation (147) is no longer va l id ,  i. e .  
- 4.2 - 
Let us now stildy the connection between the series (154) and 
the expression (148) which i s  ob:ained under the spcciiil ,IS ~unip t ion  
(147). For a series  of syrnri ie t r ical  terms &;,I , G t 4  tt. ~. one 
has the general transformation formulas 
and similar relations are  alst, va i id  for integrals .  1.f P is the ”Dy.-c:-~i 
chronological -order  operater” whjch has the pso7;erty that t i  p ~ r : ~ 1 ~ 1  - 
the time-variables in  any product %I$ I , \ (4:; ) , *-X? J ,‘r, * )  
one has 
Rccordiiig t u  (154), this g i v e s  
t 
i 
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;here is the "unperturbed Hami1tonian"and -ijl-&\yq i s  2 
comparatively small  "perturbation". The operator qo i s  fur ther  
assumed to be independent of t ime t and to have well-known eigen- 
operator To has the fo rm 
functions *: = S{(R) and eigenvalues E,. 0 ?he a;ssociat-i;.t! cw~+rt;,on 
U 0 (1.59) 
and satisfies the differential equation (140) for 
proceed, we wi l l  now introduce the substitution 
3 =:gf , In o r d e r  to 
(1 6 0 )  
where vv 
one obtains the differential equation: 
i s  a unitary operator to  be determined. According to (140)3 
- 
It is c lear  that (& satisfies a differential equation of exactly 
the same  type a s  -u but with the Hamiltonian H replaced by the 
ope ra tor  
The operator  Vtr i s  said to represent the perturbation in the "inte: - 
action representation". Since satisfies the initial condition [&.\V ) 
one obtains f rom (161) the integral equation: 
c /;,\ y A 
. 4  
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which i s  fundamental for  the so-called time-dependent perturbation 
theory. In analogy to (157), ?ne obtains the following fo rm for the total 
evolution operator:  A 
The various t e r m s  in this expansion w i l l  be further discussed b e l o w .  
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6 .  REFORMULATION OF QUANTUM TIIEORY 
So far the evolution o p e r a t o r u  ha5 been expressed in terrrls of 
a given Hamiltonian H,  but sometimes it seems more convenient to t u r n  
things around and reformulate the fundamentals of quanturn mechanics 
with u= 
importance from philoeophical point of view, since the  evc\lution 
operator  is defined with respect to a finite txme-interval (t 
whereas H is associated with a differential equation of t ype  (21). 
(t; to ) as the basic operator .  This may a lso  be of 
t) ~ 0' 
L e t  us now assume that,the relation 
is the fundamental law for  the time - evvlut ion of a quantum -mechanical 
sys tem,  and that 7J is h i e a r  and un i t a ry :  
(1.67) 
The evolution operator has an eigenvalue problem of the  form: 
( 1  4 8 )  
where the eigenfunctions 
are situated on the unit c i rc le  \ h k  1 4 and have ?-hi: f o r m  
R [)ToxL) . . zrj) and t. The eigenvalues 2.k ,,:+,< ' . E . \  
xb = 9 ( - -d ie ) where wk is real .  Since t h p  1 ~ p e y 4 t c r  
.x K J  is normal ,  one has also 
f o r m  an orthogonal system which is assumed to be norrnalizcd S I  t : , ~ :  
= 2ck Tk ~ and ihe e~gei:iuncti~~,ne 
<yh [I&) sk(, . The system is fur ther  assumed t9 b e  c c x p l e t c  
8 0  that  4 =zk \Tk><lh I . This gives the spectral  resolatron 
which substituted into (166) gives the expansion 
" 44 - 
corresponding to the expansion in " stationary s ta tes"  f 146). 
Let us now consider an  operztorS\_ which commutes with 
so that: 
\ i. e .  the expectation value +l(,b,u 
t . 
and i ts  eigenprojectcrs m a y  he u ~ e d  t u  c.iassify thc dcgcneracies  of 
the eigenstates of LT . 
is t h e  sa.r?ie f ( > ~  tkhr.  i , i l r ieS  t 
will L e  called a ' ' C O E S ~ E ~ ~  of e v a l u ~ i u r ? " ,  
and 
0 
Such an  operatur d l  
If the evolution operator  exis ts  iq the in te rva l  ( t :  t + 6 t )  
and has a first derivative.  one can shGW the existeqc'e of a specific 
Hamiltonian H . Differentiating relation (166) with rc-spcct t 
one obtains 
.i. e .  the connection 
which defines the Hamiltonian. Taking the t ime-derivative of thc  
relation ~ J ~ T J T  =Z -I 
r 
, one obtains the alternative forin 
and combination of (173) and (174) gives finally F T t  = $3. If the 
evolution operator is unitary, the associated HamiltonIan 4s !:c*P( e 
self-adjoint. 
The e ig enf un c t ion s 7%. of the evolutior2. o;lcrator 0 a '  t h  
usually not eigenfunctions of the H a m i l t o n i a n  13. and I t  I S  instt.:ir.iive 
to derive the mat r ix  representation of H w-ith resliecf to 1 1 1 ~  b:e:.i:- 
yh' . F r o m  the relation (11 f- 2; ')Ik= 0 follow-. hv  tak ivy  ! ~ I P  
time-derivative and using (174): 
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:LG< s:ibstitutioz of this e x p 3 ~ e s s h - i  llto (I";) leads to an e x p : ~ s l o n  
closely analogous to (1 5 1). 
The mat r ix  representation <7?{,L lq,iye> will he s t r ic t ly  
diagonal, if and only if ailJ ==-t/\af, t , i , e .  if E is a c c n s i a t  
of evulution. By using ( 1 7 3 )  and (167j  this condition may also be 
wri t ten 
( i 7?) 
- 48 - 
- 49 - 
where th last  t r m  may be characterized as an " interference te rm" 
between the various states.  Using the unitary property of the operator 
expressed in the relations 
one finds that 
Transition probabilities. - Let us star t  the discussion of the inter-  
pretation of equation (183) by assuming that at 
that Ym (0) '= 1 
(183), i t  follows that 
t = t the system is 
0' 
completely in the state characterized by the wave function -fm 7 so 
c.. . , whereas all other %[()) = 0 . From 
s 
and the quantity 1Ve.1 (4;  &$ ) \ 
probability that the system jumps from the original state mL 
is  then interpreted as the 
to the 
state k during the ti,mz interval (to; i;). \ -. i n i s  interpretation is 
obtained in a very special  physical situation, and it is then generalized 
to more complicated situations: 
From the unitary properties (1 84) of the  evol.ution operator follows that 
showing that the total probability t h a t  tile system either s tays  in the 
state n or  leaves this state equals I .  Since a l l  the quantities S 
- 50 - 
a r e  positivi:, oxe bas further. 
F o r  instance, if one chooses the eigerifunctisns of ??:I, e1o171tioii 
operator as a basis, one ha6 <T !-u\‘l’(4>- l?J 
which relation shows that the pyobnbi!ity 
basis is the s a m e  at  the t imes t and t ,  i. e .  remain:. s i a t i l m m > .  
However, the system as a whole is  by no means stationary, an,! the 
evolution f rom to to t is inslead devcrihed by t h e  pliace C ~ G I X : ~ ? S S  
in the coefficients in (182).  In gener31, the phases p l a y -  h c n c e  
a key role in the desasipion of the time dependence a s  onc cc\’>.ld blso 
expect f rom the discussion in Sec. 2. 
diatributior :)vel- this spe4:ific 
0 
Ck 
Random-phase systems.  - It has been emphasized in connection 3.vit;i 
the quantum-mechanical superposition principle that the intcrf >r ciict’ 
t e r m  in ( 6 2 )  plays a fundamental role  in many basic pherome 1-1 .  in 
physics and chemistry.  However. there  a r e  2130 eitvation~r where i t  
is of interest  to study asseFblic-s of system,c 
where probabilities are.  additive in accordance with (63’1. 
having c1;ffr :r‘ilt > j i ~ - : c k ~ ~ .  
/-----.--- - ‘ 
- 5 1  - 
By applying this averaging procedure to (183), one obtains 
which i s  the fundamental equatio2 in the random-phaee systen,s, Ucin;: 
the fact that -u 
transition probabilities, one can write relation (193) in the form 
is a unitary operator and the definition (1 88)  ~ . f  the  
showing that the probability for the occurrence of the s!jstem ic the 
s ta te  k at time t equals the probability a t  t = t . p lus  thc 
probability that the system would jump from any olEt.r state 
the state k under the time icterval (t = t) , minus the probability 
that the system would leave the original state 
another state during the same period. In random-phase s y s t e m s ,  the 
transition probabilities a re  herlce truly additive, as one could expect 
in an incoherent phenomenon. 
0 
I to 
* 
0' 
k and g o  over to 
In a conventional treatment of (194), one weald proceed by 
assuming the existence of a law of "microscopic revet- sibility'! sayin;: - for the t ime interval (c" * t). In the general 'n+k - 'k-jn 0' that 
case,, however, one has usually for the unitary operator 'u : 
except in special cases  which will be further discussed below. Zvcn 
in the general  case,  one can now proceed by noting the exisrence of 
the relation 
which follows directly f roni  ( lS4 ) .  Introducing th i s  relation k t o  ( ?  9.:) 
we obtain 
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which is exactly the relation one usually derives by means of the l a w  
of microscopic reversibility. This equation shows that, in general ,  
there i s  a flow of probability f rom levels of higher probability to 
levels of lower probability, and, since this flow is always going in 
one and the same direction, one can expect that the process  should 
be i r reversible .  This is a lso the case ,  as we will see below. 
Reversible Processes .  - The problem of t ime-reversa l  has previously 
been discussed in some detail,  and it has been emphasized that the 
basic laws in classical  mechahics as well as in quantum mechanics 
are  reversible in t ime under certain general  conditions and a r e  hence 
"pr imary laws" of physics. According to (93), this applies in the 
latter case if a time-independent Hamiltonian 
adjoint (Ht = H) 
H is not only self- 
but a lso real:  
in which case the process  has the r eve r se  process  
&*-> 6 * as outlined in (94). -0 
This problem can now be t reated by means of the evolution 
operator.  F r o m  the definition &= a&o follows directly 
= -ut& and 
0 
In the special case when the evolution operator has  the simple form 
(141), one obtains 
(ut)* = v \ (200) 
showing that the r eve r se  process  is associated 
with the same evolution operator and the same Hamiltonian as the 
original process go --+ 
This result  is of interest  a lso fo r  studying the  principle of 
"microscopic reversibility" . If the Hamiltonian is r e a l  accordiqg to 
(198), its eigenfunctions may ais0 be c b s e n  real, and we will now 
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choose even the bas i s  
Using the relation ut = U3O , one obtains 
jkj to consist  of only r ea l  functions. 
and 
which means that, under these specific assumptions,  the prin/’lple of 
microscopic reversibil i ty is strictly valid. 
It should be observed, however, that the wave functions them- 
selves  have in general  complex character in o rde r  to descr ibe the 
probability distributions in both ordinary position space and momentum 
space as outlined in Sec. 2 .  If one has  insufficient information about 
the phases ,  one .has a l so  insufficient information about the physiczl 
situation in general ,  and any averaging procedure will then usually 
lead to equations which a r e  no longer revers ib le  in t ime,  and which 
a r e  hence character ized a s  “secondary laws“ .  
I r revers ib le  processes .  - As a simple example of an  i r revers ib le  process ,  
we will study the behaviour of a random-phase sys tem based on the 
asa-tiiiiipiiuii ( i 9 2 ) .  Tire random-phase postulate was first c lear ly  stated 
by Pauli9) in connection with a study of i r revers ib le  processes ,  but 
i t  was  a l so  used by Dirac”) in his formulation of the time-depen4snt 
perturbation theory. 
In o rde r  to study some of the consequences of the random-phase 
postulate (192), we will introduce an a rb i t r a ry  function L(x) which 
is convex in the intervaf 0 6  )1. &I so  that L’(K.) > 0 
According to Lagrange’s  mean-value formula,  one has  
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where the equality is valid only if  h = 0. Using the fuvlamcntal  
relation (193) and the unitary properties (184) of tho "IVC l i ~ f  io?\ ?pe ra to r ,  
one finds 
Here the equality sign holds only i f  the initial probabilities Pk(0) a r e  
all the same. The relation indicates hence that ,  in general ,  the t ime 
evolution of a random-phase system f rom to t is i r revers ib le  
and that the quantity jw\F+L] has +creased.  
k J  
The're a r e  many choices of the convex function L possible, 
and the particular f o r m  L = x log s ' s  characterized ?>y , I  ' f,.,t 
is additive over independent subsystems. 
The quantity 
where the coefficient k is Boltzmann's constant, is such that 
$(O) 6 $ [a) and is sometimes character ized as the 'fnicrocnii*o?y" 
It is defined over the configuration space associated .,.;it5 r . !1  * ' -c 
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& t i d e s  of the sys tem,  whereas the conventional entropy referP tcj 
the ordinary space and may be obtained by a reduction ProcedTire. 
As mentioned above, the random-phase postulate ha? bee? 
used to a la rge  extent in modern quantum mechanics,  particTT!arly 'cy 
Dirac") . However, it has considerable weaknesses,  since if can t.5 
valid only in a specific reference system and only at a specific time 
. With the evolution in t ime,  the system leaves the pure random- 
phase situation, and the same happens if one goes over to another 
basis .  
In conclusion, it should be observed that the Schradinger 
equation itself may contain i r revers ib le  elements in the f o r m  of t ime- 
dependent electromagnetic potentials, e .  g. re tarded potentials. 
However, even in the case when the Schradinger equation is fully 
revers ib le  in t ime,  a study of the probability properti3s of assemblies  
may show i r revers ib le  features  depending on the fact that one has not 
complete knowledge of the ent i re  physical situation, i. e .  the wave 
function including its phase. The question is how these uncertainties 
should be properly described. Important work on the i r revers ibi l i ty  
problem has during the las t  decades been ca r r i ed  out by Kirkwood 11) 
Prigogine") , and Bogoliubov 13) . 
Time-dependence of density matr ices .  - In concluding this section, 
it should be observed that the evolution operator fo rma l i sm is 
par t icular ly  useful in treating statistical assemblies  described by 
density mat r ices .  In the terminolo v of von Neumam- 
character ized by a wave function z corresponds to a "pure state" 
and is associated with a homogeneous assembly which ha; z c s n s l t y  
matrix 7 defined by the relation &&? or  
14) , a system 
where ,  for the sake of simplicity, we will choose 
wave functions have a time-evolution of the type @ .= u,g0 , &If== 
s& t ut , one obtains 
t ' =  t. Since the 
0 
for the density matr ix  of the homogeneous assembly. This relation i s  
then generalized to define the t ime behaviour of density matr ices  in  
general. A density matr ix  f = r ( R , J  \ R ; g )  is essentially 
characterized by the following three conditions: 
and it represents usually a "mixture" of physical situations associated 
with wave functions. 
In order  to study the properties of density matr ices  in greater  
detail,  it is convenient to introduce a complete orthonormal basis 
{_fcE 1 fulfilling the relations (180). In considering the initial time 
t = to, one obtains the expansion 
o r ,  in matrix form,  7-0 . = g  f p ( o ) f ' t  . In analogy to (2 l o ) ,  the 
discrete matr ix  
TL [m'= I 
which brings r(0) to diagonal f o r m  a(C) : 
r ( c )  -= ~GJc)]  has the properties 
. There exists hence a unitary transformation 
r t =  r ) 7% 0 
where the eigenvalues n(0)k a r e  r e a l  and satisfy the relations 
One has fur ther  r ( 0 )  I= ?nb(O) .\rt and, introducing the wave fiinctions 
7% (R) through the transformation 
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which relation may be considered a s  the ' 'spectral  resolution" of the 
density matrix 7 for t = t * the functions ybL,(K) a r e  i ts  
0' 
eygenfunctions and the numbers nk(0) i ts  eigenvalues, and one has 
represents  the density mat r ix  for a "pure state" having the wave 
function Fb(q) , and the sum (215) represents  hence a "mixture" 
of such pure states with the weights  
physical difference between the expansion (215) which is used in 
analyzing a general  assembly and the expansion (181) which is nsed 
in studying the wave function associated with a "pure stzte" . 
T e , =  %Q& . Each one of the t e r m s  & ( f i ) g ( Y ' )  
nk(0). W e  Rete the essential 
The sum (215) contains usually many t e r m s ,  and it is reduced 
to a single term if  and only if  np(0) = 1, n (0) = 0 for k f= p, 
in which case one has  
k 
i. e. the assembly is homogeneous and Corresponds to a pure state 
with the wave function y,(%) . It is easily shown that an assembly 
corresponds to a pure rtate, if  and only if the density matr ix  
is idempotent, so that r2' 7 
After this analysis of the density matrix a t  t = t we will 
0, 
now study the time-dependence defined through the relation (209). 
Introducing the time-dependent basis 
one obtains directly 
and the spectral  resolution 
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which shows that th weight fa tor nd hence the charact r of the 
mixture are independent of time. 
F o r  a more  detailed study of the properties of the density matr ices  
14) and their use in physics and chemistry,  we will re fe r  to von Neumann 
and to Husimi . 15) 
8. TIME-DEPENDENT FERTURBATION THEORY 
Let us now consider the case when the Hamiltonian H = I3 (t) 
may conveniently be written in the form 
where 
characterized by the Hamiltonian H having the normalized eigen- 
functions *ho and the eigenvalues xk . In the following, we 
will make the choice e', and introduce the unperturbed 
eigenfunctions a s  a basis  and reference system. 
is a small perturbation to the unperturbed system 
0 0 
0 
The trans.ition probabilities caused by the perturbation 1' a r e  
given by the general  formula (1  88): 
and we note that, depending on the condition (190), theee quantities can 
never "blow up". The absolute values of the unitary mat r ix  
always well-behaved, whereas the phases may turn out to be "dangerous" 
quantities involving some of the divergence difficulties s t i l l  associated 
with modern quantum mechanics. 
v a r e  
It is convenient to t rea t  the perturbation problem in the "interaction 
representation" and to express  the evolution operator  u, 
product form u= vb** v, 
(164): 
in the 
, where vT is given by expansion 
00 J& s., 4- I 
I n \  
IJ (4) = (- 2g1 -) c J&J ap,..j&qvH(,b\)-v,j4,~,, XC(4) ( 2 2 )  v &/ 1 
0 0  0 nt= 0 
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where I 
For the ma t r ix  elements of v one obtains directly: 
and consequently 
which is a considerable simplification. Introducing the ' I  Bohr 
frequency" 
one obtains s imilar ly  fo r  the matr ix  elements of v~ :
(2 2 7) 
I a r e  said to re fer  to so-called "intermediate states'! 
Time-independent perturbation. - Let us start by considering the 
s implest  case  when the perturbation is a constant in t ime,  V(4) =v, 
Using (227) and (228), one o b t a k s  directly 
- 6 0  - 
. I ..l" I . 
0 
F o r  ph,b = 0 
but we note that all terms a r e  s t i l l  regular according to formulas of the 
, one obtaiqs so-called "resonance denominators", 
type : 
7 T 
In tho  spccia! case wher, cornmntes with I5 the mat r ix  V.J,~Q/ 
is diagonal, and one has fur ther  the explicit solution 
0' 
which often serves  a s  a convenient check. 
Following Dirac") , we will now study the f i r s t -order  t e r m  in 
(229) for k # 1  in greater  detail: 
f 
( 2 3 2 )  
Substitution into (225) gives the transition probability 
This quantity oscillates a grea t  dea.1 with t'ime and we observe that, 
t 4) 
f o r  a small  tz 0 ,  one has a quadratic behaviour Sa+& (4) 
= (4T2/!4' ) IV&b \"a! 
Of particular impQ:.-tar,ce in physics and chemistry a r e  the 
t ime -proportional transition probabilities, and one may wonder how 
they a r e  related to perturbation theory. It turns out lo) that they a r e  
characterist ic for transit ions from a discrete  level 1 to a s e r i e s  
of leve-3 k w zh a r e  so tight-lying that they fo rm a continuous 
band. Such transitions occur e .  g. in phenomena where a free particle 
is emitted, f o r  instance radioacti-rity. 
Let us assume that the "bandl'for tile 
c 
final state E& covers the e n e r g y  
interval LE-~E ; ,E+ Air, .T7 ) 
and that the density of states is 
given by the quantity S&E) . A S S C M ~ Y ~ ( :  
that the probabilities are  additive, cr:c: 
obtains for  the total transition 
probability: 
.€-+A€ 
We will assume that the quantities \ ( H , " l ~ I ~ ~ > [  and y(zi) 
c 
are  slowly varying functions of E, 
integration. Making the substitution 
which may be taken outside the 
The integrand is plotter! in the d i a g r a m  bzIow: 
4 
+'Y&> 
( L 3 7 f  I -- : -- CbiC . I  f - '  ! I &  - 
.A i -  o+-> - !\ ' 
c+2' -- C X ?  /c. 1 I (see hpp"1'dix) - -  ---? h I ---Ll)-4 __ __-  4- . ~ _ _ _  dzr?-Y.--??..*-&- -I- .I 
-by -kV -%Ti 2,T in 67 ,T , g  7 c 
We note that the main contribution to the\ integral comes f r o m  the 
environment of the point $= 6 , which corresponds to the energy 
resonance Z X ;  between the initial and final s ta tes .  This 
resonance is never completely sharp, however 
uncertainty relation for the energy and t ime. 
depending on the 
Al l  energy measurements  involve some interaction between 
the object and the apparaturs  which is ca r r i ed  by at  least  one elemen- 
t a ry  particle in the form of a wave packet ?laving the kinetic energy 
E = p'/2 m and the e x t e n s i o n h x  
ent i re  wave packet to enter the rneasurir,; device is approximately 
the s a m e a  the time needed to pass  through a pbnc. separating the 
object f rom the apparatus,  perpendicula- to the motion of the wave 
The time A.$- needed for the 
packet. Since the velocity is 
"Passage of wave packet 
through a plane". 
fur ther  A E  s p v / W  , which 
g i v e s  a l ~ k  = A i / m \ ~ d  -2 
=,Ap A k  k h / h K  
and the uncertaint y relation 
r f  
This implies that ,  in  order  to 1-*3al~c n nieasuremcnt of the energy with 
a certain accuracy A E  is 
always needed. 
, a cer ta in  minimum tiiiie i ~ ? t e r v a l  A+ 
I 
Let ua now return to relation (236). It is clear  that this formula has a 
meaning only if the t ime interval 
the uncertainty relation (239), i. e. 
t i s  not too short  with reference to 
which implies that &Ti& AE/& > t y ~  . With increasing t ,  the 
integral  takes quickly i ts  f u l l  value according to (237), and one obtains 
the final formula 
which is a time-proportional transition probability. Because of (190), 
i t  can only be valid for times 
(24 1) gives essentially the transition coefficient 
which en ters  the decay relation 
t which a r e  not too large,  and formula 
with the solution 7 (&) = c(0) cik . The probability of the 
levels k in the "band" increases  further according to the rule 
and w e  note that the term x& in the right-hand member (241) ixay be 
The relations (242) and (243) may be obtained by considering also the 
higher t e rms  in the ex.pansion (228) but, in reali ty,  the situation is 
usually more  complicated than indicated here .  
considered a s  the first t e rm in the expansion of (? - e$") 
Oscillatory perturbation. - Let us now consider a general' 
perturbation 17 
i t  may expressed as a Fourier  series:  
whic: is a function of t ime, and let  us assume that 
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where the coefficients 
functions in the 
mat r ix  elements of 77;t : 
a r e  l inear operators working on the Y 
-space. According to (227), one obtains for the 
The matrix elements of the operator gv a r e  again given by formula 
(228), and we note that, for  a perturbation of the form (244), the 
t ime integrations a r e  of an elementary nature and a r e  easi ly  car r ied  
out explicitly. One obtains 
--__ - 
It is interesting to observe that "resonance denominators" occur f o r  
0 
gy = and, in the second o rde r  t e r m s ,  a lso for 
9!+$ = P& 
processes  etc. These terms a r e  of eseential  interest  in  studying 
t ime -proportional transition probabilities , and the t reatment  follows 
essentially the same lines as given in the previous section. 
etc.  , corresponding to one- and two-quantum 
For the sake of sixmplicitly, we will study a single oscil latory 
t e r m  in greater detail: 
Such a perturbation is not self-adjoint, but the resul t  is s t i l l  typical 
fo r  the te rms  occuring in this connection. Using (246), one obtains 
through the f i r s t  o rder  
in complete analogy i-c (232) .  This g i v e s  f o r  the assoc ia te2  ' r ; ,ns i t iou  
probability 
and,by studying the transit ions from the discrete  level 
continuous levels k having the energy 
1 to the 
one obtains in analogy to (241): 
which is the formula desired.  According to (250), one finds that, f r o m  
the point of view of the unperturbed sys tem,  this transit ion involves the 
absorption of the energy @ from the oscil latory field associated 
with the perturbation -f . By studying the self-adjoint perturbation 
one finds also the transit ion proba.bility for the corresponding einissicn 
process .  
It is clear  that, since the evolution operator in principle descr ibes  
all the various t ime -dependent phenomena in physics and chemistry,, we 
have here  only touched a very  small field of applications. The fur ther  
study of the evolution opera-cor z-id its ma t r ix  elements is probably one 
of the most  important currelit research  problems and, cwen if  very 
important progress  has  been m a d 2  during the las t  two deczdes 
par t icular ly  in connection with t h n  so-called diagram technique , the 
study is still far f rom heiqg concluded. 
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9 .  DISCUSSION 
The purpose of this paper is to give a brief discussion of the 
treatment of time-dependent phenomena in the non-relativistic quantum 
theory. In many of the applications, the theory has been quite successful 
and has led to resul ts  in complete agreement with the experimental 
experience, but there  a r e  s t i l l  certain difficulties connected with the concept 
of a complex wave furiction and particularly the evaluation of i ts  
phase. In the formula for time -evolution &(J-) 
possible to calculate the evolution operator L T  but considerably 
more  difficult ot determine the wave function xo 
The phase problem has been discussed in some detail in Sec. 2 .  
.u&*, i t  may be 
7 r  for the initial state.  
The problem of the behaviour of a many-particle system under 
the influence of an outer electromagnetic field can be t reated in 
principle, but i t  is more  difficult to study the interaction between a 
system of matter waves arid their own electromagnetic field. The 
problem of the self -interactions leads to divergence difficulties in both 
the non-relativistic and relativistic forrnulations of quantum theory, 
and the nature of the elementary particles themselves is s t i l l  completely 
unknown. F o r  some t ime ,  one hoped thst the evolution-operator 
formalism would be helpful in solving these problems,  particularly 
since the 
blow up, but i t  turned out that the difficulties were again connected 
with the phases. In scattering theory, the S-matr ix  given by the 
relation 
absolute values of the matr ix  elements of -0 can never 
has been studied in many papers with interesting resu l t s ,  but the main 
problems associated with the basic divergence difficulties s eem st i l l  
to be unsolved. 
One way out of the difficulties would be to quantize the space- 
t ime coordinates and to introduce a minimum length and a minimum 
time. In such a case ,  one would have to give up the differential f o r m  
of the laws of nature which has been character is t ic  for 
mechanics (2) as well as wave rpechanics (21).  We note. however. 
that the evolution-operator formal i sm is based on the use of a 
finite time-interval (t * t) . If the Hamiltonian H is time-iadepen- 
dent, the evolution operator takes the form: 
classical  
0’ 
a r e  the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of f-I, 
respectively. The eigenvalue relation 
is certainly a differential equation, but the quantities -*+, 
$&& = Ekcz~c 
and 
El, entering (254) may instead be found by considering the 
variational inte gr  a1 : 
? -/t.,.., 
Since the expectation value of the differential operator 
may be evaluated in momentum space according to (38 ) ,  it is not 
necessary  to use any derivatives whatsoever - all the resul ts  z ~ a y  
be obtained by integration only. In this way: wave mechanics may 
be formulated entirely in t e r m s  of integral calculus. Instead of 
requesting the wave functions to be continuous and differentiable, it 
is now sufficient t o  require that they should be quadratically integrab'ic 
Whether this change in the character of the theory gives a better 
fundament for  solving the basic difficulties as to the nature of the 
elementary particles remains to be seen. 
1%- -I I ,  zr, 
The time-dependent Schrodinger equation (21) has  deepened the 
understanding of physics, and it has fur ther  rendel.ed a unification of 
ph ysics and che;r,iatry which was previuusiy unconceivabie. it has ied 
to a new model of the inner structure of a toms,  molecules, and the solirl- 
s ta te  in excellent agreement with experience. Even of the remaining 
difficulties indicate that the theory is s t i l l  not in its final fo rm,  it is 
highly useful as a tool for  a unified description of numerous phenonieaa 
in nature .  
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APPENDIX 
E VAL UA T IO N O F  CER .TAIN 
. 
INTEGRALS. 
In time-dependent perturbation theory, there a r e  certair? de f i . \ i t e  
integrals which often occur and have to be evaluated. It is convmicnt 
to s t a r t  f rom the formula 
which is  easily proven by differentiation. Integration over t between 
, one obtains t --I?+-- 
-t 00 
cs By letting 
Putting x instead of x t and t = i /u ,  one has for t 70 
+e 
Because of the uniform convergence of the integral ,  one can easily 
put u-7 + 0, which gives the resul t  
Let  us now return 
interval be tween 
to the relation (A3). Integrating t over the 
0 and t ,  one obtains 
4-03 
0 
Putting x' instead of x t and t = 1/u ,  one gets immediately 
- 69 - 
which, for u-7-t 0 ,  gives: 
One has 4 -mX -2 hL+!! and, substituting x instead of x/2, 
one obtains finally 
These examples may be sufficient to i l lustrate  a general technique 
for evaluating definite integrals of this specific type. 
, 
4 
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